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(08/12/2014 11:53) Charla Shambley: Welcome to the GNSO Review 360 Webinar 

(08/12/2014 12:04) Hayley Laframboise: This webinar is now being recorded. 

(08/12/2014 12:12) steve metalitz: Q.  Is text of the survey available as free-standing document so people can 

review in advance of filling out?      

Carrie devorah: Who is "Westlake" and what vetting was done for their having custody of all the data they 

are aggregating? 

(08/12/2014 12:15) steve metalitz: Q.  "Involved with or closely following" -- are these defined in 

survey?  Will these answers be validated?   

Carrie devorah:  I am hearing nothing adress the impact of ICANN pushing domain names on existing 

trademarks and existing domain name holders. Anyone that owns a .com of XYZ that is then bought by 

another party who buys a .org, a .net a .book, a .XXX. At what cost is ICANN going to push these assaults on 

the original 'brand' owner violating their Right of Privacy, IP and Identities... 

Matt Ashtiani: @carrie and steve - thank you for your questions, i have noted them for the Q&A section.  

Matt Ashtiani: @carrie - woud you like your previous comment notes for the record?  

Carrie devorah: all my comments are on the record, matt 

(08/12/2014 12:19) Matt Ashtiani: @carrie - thank you for that comment, i would just like to confim if you 

would like me to read it for the record 

Carrie devorah: right after Fadi testified in Congress your blog stated Congress had decided to release IANA 

to ICANN. Where is that written that Congress voted to release IANA to ICANN. Yes, Matt, please read for the 

record 

Chuck Gomes (RySG): Nice job Larisa.  Thanks for providing the survey completion to date chart.  For those of 

us in the GNSO, it would also be helpful to see a chart showing participation from the various GNSO SGs and 

constituencies. 

(08/12/2014 12:22) Matt Ashtiani: @carrie - thank you for your comment, but this webinar is in relation to 

the GNSO Review and not the NTIA Transition.  

Matt Ashtiani: however, if you have any question or comment related to this topic, I would be more than 

happy to read it to the record.  

Carrie devorah: Matt, I dont know how to get on to the phone call. Please read my question in to the record 



Carrie devorah: providing an email and adress and a name is not a guarantee of vetting who the respondent 

is 

(08/12/2014 12:24) Carrie devorah: There should be no anonymity allowed for respondents. An anonymous 

response is a phantom  

(08/12/2014 12:26) Matt Ashtiani: @carrie - thank you for your comment, you have been entered into the 

queue. 

Carrie devorah: This is the internet. There is no presumption of SECURITY on the internet. That is fact.  

Carrie devorah: For security you need a drivers license, Passport #, birthdate etc 

(08/12/2014 12:28) Carrie devorah: 45 entries being used to determine the status of how many global 

stakeholders? This is not enough of a community to determine policy for the world IANA is seeking to 

quarterback domain data of 

Larisa Gurnick: The goal is to gather substantially more responses.  This is just the start. 

steve metalitz: thanks 

Charla Shambley: Thank you for attending today's GNSO Review 360 Webinar 

Matt Ashtiani: Thank you all for attending, please contact Larisa Gurnick (larisa.gurnick@icann.org) or Matt 

Ashtiani (matt.ashtiani@icann.org) if you have any additional questions.  
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